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PRELIMINARY LUNAR EXPLORATION PLAN ..Q! !!i! MARIUS HILLS 

_RE-.G;;..;;I;o.;.O~N .QE. .:ill! MOON 

By 

T. N. V. Kar1strom, J. F. McCauley and G. A. Swann 

INTRODUCTION 

_,'1 

This report presents a preliminary Lunar Exploration Plan 

(LEP) for the Marius Hills region of the Moon. The Marius Hills 

region is one of the six sites considered by the GLEP site selec

tion group as a candidate for manned exploration using mobility 

systems allowing a radius of operation of at least 5 km. The 3-

day mission considered for the Marius Hills region is based on 

the use of one lunar roving vehicle (LRV) and two lunar flying 

units (LFU's) and allows for four extravehicular activities (EVA's) 

of 3 hours each. 

Effective planning for geologic field investigations on a 

lunar mission requires detailed consideration of 1) the best 

available information on the geology of the site to be explored 

and on relevant regional geology, and 2) operational and perform

ance characteristics of launch vehicles, mobility systems, instru

ment systems, and communication systems. Fac;tors such as stay 

time, payload, and range are especially important. Inasmuch as 

our knowledge of lunar geology and our concepts of lunar surface 

operational support systems are still evolving, clearly lunar 

exploration plans must be continually refined and updated. 

Operational concepts and assumptions in this repdrtare the 

best estimates currently available from the Manned Spacecraft 

Center. The geologic data used in preparing the preliminary 

mission plan are based on geologic maps made specifically for 

this purpose by the U.S. Geological Survey. Continued geologic 

mapping of the area at increaSingly larger scales, and refinements· 

in operational concepts; will undoubtedly necessitate changes in 

the present plan. Nonetheless, this plan illustrates in broad 
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outline what can be accomplished scientifically 'With two LFU's 

and an LRV during a 3-day manned mission. 

The traverses are designed to enable sampling of the many 

features within the landing area that are inferred to be of vol

canic origin and controlled by a major linear rupture in the 

lunar crust. The geophysics experiments will provide data bearing 

directly on the geology of the region and were integrated within 

the framework of the geologic traverse requirements. The use of 

active seismic charges and geophone arrays along lines 7 km long 

perpendicular and parallel to the axis of the inferred regional 

structure should, along with largely automatic magnetic and grav

ity surveys, provide significant information on subsurface struc

tures to depths of 1 to 2 km. It should be possible to relate 

this geophysical data to the surface geology and, in a broad 

sense, to the solid-body geophY$ical data obtained from the 

ALSEP instruments deployed in this and other missions. 

The authors are indebted to E. Simmons of Massachusetts 

Institute of Technology and to R. Kovach of Stanford University 

for assistance in planning the geophysical sections of the mis

sion plan. The assistance was in the form of telephone conversa

tions, a,nd the authors therefore assume full responsibility for 

any discrepancies in the geophysics plans. 

REGIONAL SETTING, SIGNIF:iCAl~CE, AND GEOLOGIC MAPPING 

The Marius Hills volcanic complex, near the center of Oceanus 

Procellarum, is one of the most concentrated and varied arrays 

of probable volcanic features on the Moon;, Intensive study of 

the area, using telescopic data, began 4 years ago and was fol

lowed by analyses of the excellent photographs obtained by Lunar 

Orbiter II, IV and V (McCauley, 1965, 1967a, b, c). Two new pre

liminary geologic maps were prepared specifically for this sur

face exploration study (pIs. 1-3). The small-scale map (pl. 1) 

was prepared from stereoscopic moderate-resolution Orbiter V 

coverage and was plotted on frame M215. The large-scale map 
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(pI. 2) was prepared from tile high-resolution coverage 0'£ the 

northwest corner of this frame and is roughly centered on a geo

logically varied area considered to be. representative of the en

tire volcanic complex. 

The Marius Hills volcanic complex lies athwart one of the 

longest continuously developed ri;dge systems on the Moon. This 

system is near the center of and parallel to the major. axis of 

Oceanus Procellarum, the largest continuous expanse of maria on 

the Moon, which in contrast to the circular mare-filled basins is 

crudely elliptical in shape. The M~rius Hills region,t~e Al;'is

tarchus Plateau, and the Rumke~ Hills all lie along this'mid

oceanic'Procellarum ridge system and are similar in certain re~ 

spects to terrestrial oceanic volcanic plateaus such as Iceland 

and the Azores. On Earth, plateaus of this type are located 

along major rift zones commonly attributed to rising convection 

currents within the Earth's mantle. Its unusual regional setting, 

therefore, raises the. question as to whether the Marius Hills 

volcanic complex is indeed the product of deep-seated lunar con

vection. The range in form of probable volcanic features raises 

the additional question of whether magmatic differentiation has 

occurred on the Moon. If so, how did it occur and what are the 

end products'? Are this and other mid-Procellarum plateaus the 

final differentiation products of ,the more primitive basaltic 

magmas that initially filled the mare basins? Even if such 

questions are only partly answered, our understanding of lunar 

volcanism and its role in surface evolution will be greatly im

proved. The Marius Hills is ideal, front the standpoint of logis

tic ease and potential scientific return for a manned lunar land

ing designed to investigate lunar volcanic problems. 

Small-Scale Geologic Map 

Plate I shows the regional relations of the most promising 

lanci.'ingarea in Marius Hills that.is covered by high-resolution 

photography. Two prominent sinuous rilles occur iIi the central 
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part of the area, one of which is unusual because it exhibits a 

rim. At this juncture, however, neither can be effectively 

studied without compromising the Dk~in theme of the mission pro

posed--i.e., lunar volcanism. Furthermore, other missions will 

probably be devoted to the rille problem (e.g., mission to Hadley 

Rille area). Plate 3 describes the units mapped and places them 

in relative stratigraphic sequence. Preliminary topographic pro

files of selected features in the region of strongest stereoscopy 

were measured parallel to framelets by Gary Nakata of the U.S. 

Geological Survey. Unfortunately, these profiles lie outside 

the region of primary geologic interest; however, they are use

ful for estimating maximum heights and average slopes across 

features that are similar to those within the Apollo target zone. 

The low domes are generally 50-100 meters high. The steep domes 

rise as much as 200-250 meters above the surrounding plains, and 

the ltighest punctured cones may be about 300 meters above the 

plains. A slope analysis of the profiles over a slope length of 

30 meters indicates an arithmetic mean of 8° with no correct-

ion for included rilles and large craters. 

Large-scale Geologic Map 

The preferred surface exploration site lies within the area 

covered by the 1:.25,000-scale geologic map (pl. 2). A variety 

of. punctured cones, low domes, steep domes, and small bulbous 

domes (not shown on the small-scale map), which are considered 

repres.entative o£tbe volcanic complex as a whole, are shown on 

plate 2. Bedrock exposures and scatte.red block fields are nu

merous throughout the area. Two possible landing points are 

shown at A and B. Only the northernmost has been studied in 

terms of exploration potential. 

The major geologic features that are within 5 km (maximum 

operating radius in thisIi~ission plan) of the proposed landing 

sites are: 1) gently rolling cratered plains similar in texture 

to the maria but elevated at chenorthetn. edge of the complex 
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along an irregular scarp about 100 meters high, 2) numerous low 

domes 50-100 meters higher than the surrounding plains with con

vex-upward slopes, 3) steep-sided domes with a rough and intri

cate surfacet:~~ture, generally perched upon low domes, 4) steeply 

convex upward or bulbous domes that are smooth and generally 

equidimensional in plan, 5) steep-sided cones with one or more 

linear summit depressions, 6) narrow steepr,sided ridges elsewhere 

superposed on the broader, lower ridges of complex form typical 

of the maria, 7) the usual array of probable impact features in

cluding small bright-halo craters, a morphologic range from 

sharp-rimmed craters to shallow rtmless depressions, and clusters 

of small craters which are probable farflung secondaries, and 

8) a multitude of block fields and bedrock exposures exceeded in 

number only by those around and in the large young craters such 

as Aristarchus and Tycho. 

Most of the aforementioned features have numerous well

known terrestrial analogs in areaspf recent and current vol-
.f 

canic activity such as Hawaii, IceLand, and the San Francisco 

volcanic field in Arizona. As these lunar features are similar 

in form and scale to the terrestrial ones, proponents of lunar 

volcanism need not appeal to an unusual set of physical condi

tions to explain the photographic data. The features observed 

are familiar to experienced volcanologists when account is taken 

of the masking effect of random "impact noise." Examples of 

some of these terrestrial volcanic features are shown in figures 

1, 2, and 3 • 

SCIENTIFIC OBJECTIVES 

The scientific objectives of a surface mission in this area 
, " 

are to gather geologic,· petrographic, geophysical, and geochemical 

data that be;;;tr on the origin, history ,and age of the Marius Hills. 

If the steep domes, punctured cones, and narrow ridges are com

posed of different types of volcanic rock that is more silicic 

than the rocks of the maria, magmatic differentiation must have 
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occurred on the Moon, attesting to a long and complicated volcanic 

history for even this small planetary body. Geophysical data in 

context with the geology, petrology, and geochemistry, may con

tribute to establish the character of local up~er-crusta1 fracture 

control and to test the convection hypothesis. An i.mportant by

product may be the discovery of concentrations of now crystallized 

volatile materials that were initially released beneath the in

sulating regolith. 

To satisfy the scientific requirements the following opera

tional objectives must be met: 1) several of each type of the 

major constructional features must be described and sampled in 

detail, and oblique sur-face photography must be obtained, 2) th~ 

origin of the punctured cones and associated features must be es

tablished by field description, photography, and sampling, 3) the 

exceptionally fresh narrow ridge in the southwest part of the ex

ploration area (pl. 2) should be investigated with the view of 

establishing whether or not it ls eruptive, 4) a local strati

graphic sequence should be established by direct observation of 

local superposition and intersection re1ations,and 5) in order 

to establish subsurface structure, geophysical me.:ttsurements 

should be made over the longest possible base lines. 

OPERATIONAL GUID.ELINES 

Surface Exploration/Constraints 

1. Vehicles available for manned scientific sorties: 

a) Lunar )loving Ve~ic1e (LRV) 

b) Lunar Flying Unit (LFU) 

2. Traverse .limitations; 

a) Ma.ximunioperating radius from.Extended Lunar Module 

(ELM) wi th LRV and LFU is 5 km 

b) Maximum operating.radiusfrom ELM on foot traverses 

is l~km 

c) One astronaut must be within l~ km ("walk back") of EIM 

cc; while the other is beyond this distance with LRV or LFU 

6 



i gure 1. -- i near pyroela tic con typica l of ny of th volcan

ic ven s in th San ancisco f . eld., nortllea t of Flagsta f, 

Ari z. L ng h 1. 6 m, dth 0. 95 km, height 150 meters. This 
• 

cone comp re closely in form to the fea tur e sampled at F-II-2 

(large- seal map) . 
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Figur 2.--Multipl pyrocla tic cone ith ll-dev loped int rnal 

sep tum, San Fr ncisco fi ld, northea t of Flagstaff, A i% . 

Length 1.5 km, idth 1.3 , height 240 t rs. Th structur 

i s simil r in form nd c 1 to th mult pI cone in the south

eas corne 0 th l ar e-scale map _ 
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Figure 3.--Sm 11 shield vole no (Howard Mesa) in middle bac -

ground, S n Francisco field, north 

Roughly circul r in form, di ter 5 

r. Thi structur, compo d 0 

flow , i po sible 8~dlog of th 

9 

st of Flag taff, Ariz. 

, maximum h ight 150 

int rm di t nd si e 

t p do s. 



d) LRV is capable of 4 traverses 

e) LFU has sufficient fuel for at least 2 traverses (2nd 

LFU fully fueled and on standby basis for rescue opera

tions) 

3. Mobility unit speeds: 

a) LRV - normally about 5 km per hr, which may include very 

I quick stops for observation and sampling without dis-
. ! 
i mounting. Up to 10 km per hr in especially favorable 
I. 
Ii 
;1 terrain 
I n b) LFU- sufficiently fast that traverse time is negligible 

1 ' 

4. Extravehicular Activity (EVA) times: 

a) Total EVA time is 24 man-hours; limited to 4 EVA's of 3 

hours each 

b) Both astronauts must be' outside during each EVA 

5. Mobility unit science payload (excluding one astronaut): 

a) LRV 400 lb round trip 

b) LFU - 180 to 240 lb round trip, depending on total dis

tance of the two-stop traverses 

6. Assumptions: 

a) Navigation equipment on LRV and communication and tele .. 

. J:netry equipment on the LRV and LFU are not a part of the 

science payload on mo~i1ity units 

b) Payload capability of LRV can be "stretched" on first 

traverse to approximately 450 lb i;'for first 600 meters to 
II 

allow :ca~rying ALSEP and other e~hipmen-t to ALSEP deploy-

ment area 

c) Operational prQcedures and equipment design will be such 
-

that 15 minutes is sufficiently long at the end of the 

LRV traverses fot:' unloading samples and preparing the 

vehicle for the following EVA 

d) It is assumed, for the purposes of this report, that 

1Jghting and sun angle are 1J.ot limiting factors 
f' .' 
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Launch Vehicle Payloads Charged to Science 

Saturn V (1,000 lb capability) Payload (lb) 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

Stay timle extension 

Two LFT.1' s (one for traverses, 

one for rescue) 

~AO LFU Navigation units 

Geologic tools for LFU 

Cont:ip;gency Portable Life Support 
System (PLSS) 

Two communications relays 

7. 

8. 

Lunar Surveying System (LSS)--for LFU 

Sample return containers (2) 

Titan III C (2,BOO lb capability) 

1. LRV (including navigdtion equipmf:tlt) 

2. LSS (for LRV) 

3. Geologic tools (including extra 

sample bags and drive tubes) 

4. ALSEP (mounted on LRV) 

5. Two 3-geophone seismic arrays 

6. One B-geophone seismic array 

7~ Titan-mounted drill 

B. Heat-flow probes 

9. Explosives (13 LRV; 3 LFU) 

10. Magnetometer (mounted onLRV, 

inc~udingboom) 
1 

11. i Magnetometer (foJ:".LFU) 

12. Two gravimeters 

13. Off-loading equipment for LRV 

14. X-ray diffractometer ~ aKot 
... ~pec trome ter 

15. Sample-preparation equipment 

16. Worktable for analytical equipment 

11 
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250-500 

360 

50 

15 

120 

10-20 

70 

40 

915 lb 

600 

70 

30 

300 

20 

10 

50 

10 

80 

25 

10 

20 

1.00 

35 

20 
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Scientific Mission Support 

It is assumed in this mission plan that a scientific data 

facility is operating during the mission at Mission Control Center, 

Houston. Telemetered data from the X-ray diffractometer - ~K 
~ 

spectrometer~ magnetometer, and gravimeter are analyzed in near-

real time. Teams of scientists and technicians monitor the astro

nauts' descriptions and the television images f~om the lunar 

surveying systems,llencode the map data, and compile, correlate, 

and synthesize the stratigraphic, petrographic, structural, and 

analytical data. Pertinent results from the analysed and compiled 

data are then provided the astronauts upon request, along with con

sultation on other geological or geophysical problems. Many 

routine duties, such .as telling the astronauts which sample num

bers pertain to a given map unit so that they can select a spec

ific sample for petrological analysis, will also be performed at 

the scientific data center. 

The Active Seismic Experiment explosives will be detonated 

from this facility after the mission. 

EVA ACTIVITIES AND PRELIMINARY TIME LINES 

The EVA activities of the proposed preliminary lunar explora

tion p Ian are summarized in table 1. The proposed traverses, 

llCareful consideration indicates theP.eed for a Lunar Sur
veying -System (LS8) oli both -the LRV and LFU~ The payload capa
bilities of-the launch vehicles and those of the LRV and LFU are, 
sufficient. for the two systems. . ,- . . 

i The LSS .would enable detailed study!of an area (or station) 
to be c()nducted rapidly arid therefore should be used in the de
taiLed exploration planned for the LFU~tati6ns. Ontheother 
hand, the ~ime! available for geologic exploration at the LRV 
st:ations:1s limited" and use of an LSS would ensure the return 
of at least a m04er'ate· amount of detailed information. i 

The present 8-band system probably could 110t ac conunod ate the 
simultaneous use 'of two·LSS's. However, both-LSS's' CQuid beef
fectivelyused by "time sharing": the astronaut with the LFU 
uses his LSS ,(o1hen the other astronaut is driving theLRV. This 
"sharing" of the S-band/_~ystemcould be coordinated by means of 

•. . • '. \ ~l. .. • ~ V01ce. commun1cat10n. ---' 
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Table 1. --Summary of EVA activiti~s--Lunar exploration plan for 
Marius Hills region of the Moon 

DAY I 

LANDING 

EVA I (3 hr) 

1s t as tronau t ~ 
Inspection of Eu~, 

... exitension of equip-
ment~, testing of 
LFU I s (1 hr). LFU 
traverse (2 hr). 

S Two stops, 9.2 km o 
~ total distance. 

'fa Science load--240 
E-f 
~ lb. Sample return.-

capability 95 lb. 
2d as tronau t : 
Check out LRV and 
deploy ALSEP (1 hr); 
continue LRV tra
verse of 3. 1 km:40 
min driving time, 1 
hr 20 min stops. Sam
ple return capability 
275 lb. 

DAY II 

EVA II (3 hr) 

1s t as tronau t : 
Foot traverse 
around .ELM; geo
logic observations 
and sampling; sam
ple analysis. 
Drill hole and em
place probes for 
heat-flow experi
ment. 

2d astronaut: 
6.8 km LRV tra
verse, 1 hr 20 
min driving time, 
1 hr 40 min sta
tioJ,l stops and 
unloading. Sample 
return capability 
145 lb. 

EVA III (3 hr) 

1st astronaut: 
10 •. 1 km LFU tra
verse: two stops .,. 
sc ience pay load 

180 lb. Sample 
return capability 
50 lb. 

2d astronaut: 
5.6! km LRV tra
verse: Ihr 15 
min driving time. 
1 hr45 .. min sta
tion stops andU'Il-. 
loading •.. Salllple 
return capability 
155 lb. I 

13 

DAY III 

EVA IV (3 hr) 

1st astronaut·: 
Activity around 
ELM--preparation 
and selection of 
s amp 1es for re
turn to earth. 

2d astronaut: 
6.3 km LRV tra
verse 1 hr 10 
min driving time 
1 hr 50 min sta
tion stops and 
unloading. Sam
ple return cap
ability 160 lb. 

Total potential 
sample return: 

LFU 145 lb 
LRV 735 1b 

Total potential 
to ELM 880 1b 

··TAKEOFF 
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designed to return the optimal amount of geologic and geophysical 

data, are shown on plate 2. More detailed descriptions of EVA 

and traverse activities with estimated time lines follow" 

The driving times given are crude estimates to the nearest 

5 minutes using an average velocity of 5 km per hr and consider

ing gross variations in surface roughness that would affect ground 

speed. More precise estimates would require 1) the preparation 

of detailed surface roughness maps, and 2) better figures on 

operational characteristics of the LRV in crossing different types 

of lunar terrain. Research on these lunar trafficabi1ity problems 

is presently underway by the u.s. Geological Survey (Ulrich, 1968). 

DAY I EVA I 

Astronaut 1 

(a) Inspect ELM, deploy equip

ment, unload and test LFU. 

(b) Conduct LFU-I traverse. 

Total distance 9.2 km, 

two stops, 240 1b pay

load. 

Station l--on rim of punctured cone , 
(pc): geomorphic form of 

this and other punctured 

cones in the! site suggests 

cinder cones composed of 

mafic (possibly basaltic) 

rocks. Distance 2.3 km. 

(a) Detailed geologic observa

tions, pic ture taking,' and 

sampling of rim materials, 

particular attention di

rected to:the bedrock or 

14 

Driving 
time 

Station 
time 

\"( , 

\ \ 
45)\ min 

u 

Elapsed 
time -

1 hr 

1 hr, 
45 min 

, 
L 
i 
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blocky materials and to 

interior structures of the 

cone. Sample suite should 

be collected so that it 

can be used, insofar as 

possible, as a type

example representat;ive of 

cones of this type. Sam

ple should be large 

enough for a portion to 

be analyzed at the ELM; 

samples should be related 

to their local geologic 

environment through des

cription, the LSS tracker, 

and imaging systems. If 

cone is volcanic, atypical 

fragments (possible xeno

liths from depth) should 

be sought. 

(b) ,Deploy communications 

repeater. 

(c) Dep19Y ASE explosives. 

Station 2--oncontact between 

plateau plains (pp) and 

narrow ridge unit (nr) , 

andnear~large plateau 
11 

plains crater that may 

have ejected blocky bed':' 

rock material that under-. 

lies the plains surface. 

Distance 2. 55 km. 

15 

Driving 
time 

Station 
time 

45 -min· 

Elapsed 
time 

2 hr, 
30 min 
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(a) Detailed geologic observa

tions, photograph narrow 

:. i ridge structure (nr) (the 

l 
Ii 
.~ 

1 
.~ 
I 
1 

form of ~:1hich sugges ts a 

viscous siliceous extrus-

ion from a fissure vent) 

and the contact zone be

tween the narrow ridge (nr) 

and plateau plains (pp). 

Samples, especially from 

the ridge structure, 

should bet.aken bearing 

in mind-the requirement~ 

discussed for sampling at 

station 1. 

(b) Deploy 3-geophone ABE array. 

Return to LEM--distance 4.35 km-

unload samples and refuel 

LFU. 

Astronaut 2 

(a) Retrieve unloaded LRV and 

deploy ALSEP approxi

mately 600 meter,s from ELM, 

taking representative sam

ples and photographs at 

instrument sites. 

(b) Conduct LRV-I traverse; 3.1 

km long, 40 min driving, 

1 hr and 20 min s t~t.-iori; 
// 
\I ,~' 

time., \\_~.~-:,j' 
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Driving 
time 

Station 
time 

30 min 

Elapsed 
time 

3 hr 

1 hr 

i 
!; 

\. 
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Geologic observations, picture 

taking, and sampling of cra

ters, surface materials, and 

structures, to provide a re

presentative sample of the 

plateau plains unit for com

parison with mare samples ob-

tained on previous missions. 

Station l--re1ative1y smooth area 

Drivi.ng 
time 

of ,plains; distance 0.3 km. 5 min 

(a) Observe and sample small 

craters, surface materials, 

textures, shallow strati

graphy, and surface altera

tion features. Attempt to 

establish origin of c:ra

ters by studying and 

documenting morphology, 

structure, stratigraphy, 

and lithologic character

istics. 

(b) Deploy ASE explosives. 

Station 2--on l~f;m of large crater 

surrounded by 'b1ocky ejecta; 

probably either a modi-

fied impact crater or a 

volcanic caldera. 

Distance J.2 km. 15 min 

(a) Sample rim materials; 

observe and photograph . 

interior structures of 

crater. Look for evi

dence of stratigraphic 

17 

Station 
time 

20 min 

20 min 

Elapsed 
time 

1 hr I 
25 min 

2 hr 

I' 
l. 
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units (either exposures in 

walls or variations in 

blocky material). If 

layering exists, collect 

rep1:'esentative samples 

from exposed layers and 

from different blocks. 

Relate samples to local 

geologic environment 

Driving 
time 

through description, imagery 

devices, and LSS tracking. 

(b) Deploy ASE explosives. 

Station 3··-in smooth plains area 

with fine structures that 

may represent a young 

surficial deposit • 

Distance 0.8 km. 

(a) Observe and sample sur-

face materials and struc-

tures; attempt t(l estab-

lish relations of mate-

rials to fine s true tures. 

(0) Deploy ASE exr-1osives. 

ELM--unload LRV and plug into ELM for 

battery recharge. 

Distance 0.8 km. 

Payload for LRV-I traverse: 

1. ALSEP 

2. " Lunar Surveying System 

18 

10 min 

10 min 

Station 
time 

20. min 

20 min 

Weight (lb) .. 

300 

70 

Elapsed 
time 

2 hr, 
30 min 

3 hr 
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3. Geologic tools (pick, scoop, 

hand lens, tongs, sample 

4. 

5. 

bags, drive tubes, carrier) 

Gravimeter (automatic recording) 

MagnetOl~eter (automatic recording) 

6. Seismic charges (3) 

Sample return capability after deploy

ment of ALSEP and ABE equipment 

Payload for LFU-I traverse: 

1. Lunar Surveying Sys tem (LSS) 

2. Geologic tools (pick, scoop, 

tongs, sample bags, hand lens, 

map, carrier, drive tubes) 

3. Long seismic array (3 geophones) 

4. Gravimeter 

5. Magne, tome te r 

6. Seismic charges (1) 

7. Navigation equipment 

8. Corr~unications relay 

Sample return capability after deploy

ment of ABE equipment and communications 

rEllpeater 

DAY II EVA II 

Astronaut 1 

Conduct LRV-II traverse; 6.8km 

19 

Driving 
time 

Weight (lb) 

20 

10 

25 

15 

440 

275 

70 

15 

10 

10 

10 

·5 

25 

5 

150· 

95 

Station 
time 

Elapsed 
time 
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long, 1 hr 20 min driving 

time, 1 hr 40 min station 

time. 

Station l--contact between plateau 

plains (pp) and low dome 

(ld) units. Two large 

craters on either side of 

contact should provide sam

ples of bedrock if the map 

units are obscured by thick 

mantling deposits. 

Dis tance 1. 4 km. 

(a) Geologic observations, pic

ture taking, sampling of 

surface materials of both 

units. Collect as many 

different lithologic types 

as possible from each 

unit. If contact is 

locally exposed, note 

whether it is structural, 

intrus ive, or depos i t:ional 

in character, and describe 

the structure and app.arent 

relative ages of the juxta

posed ibedr'ock. 
, 

(b) Deploy ASE explosives. 

Station 2--contact between punctured , . 

cone (pc), low dome (ld) , 

and steep dome (sd) mate

rials. 

Dis tance 1. 3 km 

20 

Driving 
time 

15 min 

15 min 

Station Elapsed 
time time 

20 min 35 min 

2(fmin Ihrl 
10 min 
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Driving 
time 

(a) Geologic observations, pic

ture taking, and sampling of 

materials from the three 

units. Note mineralogic 

similarities or differences 

in samples; compare with 

those taken previously. 

Par~icu1ar1y note contact 

and, apparent age relations 

~s suggested by morphologic 

re 1a t ions. Is the low 

dome (ld) unit younger than 

the punctured cone (pc) 

unit? 

(b) Deploy ABE explosives. 

Station 3--contact betw,een low dome 

(ld) and s tl:ep dome (sd) 

units. 

Distance 1:1 km. 15 min 

(a) Geologic observations, 

picture taking, and sam-. 

p1ing Qf material in con

tact zone. Collect talus 

:: 

, 
, 

material derived from 

upper slo'pes. Compare 

mineralogy with that of 
I 

steep dome .material sam-

pled at station;2~ 
I 

(b) Deploy 3-geophone ABE array. 
On extended traverse, deploy 

ABE expl~sive ihstead.i 

Station 4--on trip1~lcontact point 

Qetwe~n low dome . (ld) .1 

21 

Station 
time 

20 min 

Elapsed 
time -

1 hr, 
45 min 
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steep dome (sd), and 

bulbous dome (bd) mate

rials. 

Distance 0.4 km. 

(a) Geologic observations, 

picture taking, and sam

pling, particularly of 

the bulbous dome (bd) 

materials and of contact 

relations. 

(b) Deploy ABE explosives. 

At ELM--unload LRV and plug 

into ELM to recharge 

batteries. 

Driving 
time 

5 min 

Distance 2.65 km 30 min 

Alternative traverse: If at 

station 2 it is decided 

that EVA time will permit 

an extended traverse, the 

traverse will proceed to 

the following stations: 

Station 2A--near large crater ()u 

steep dome (sd) unit. 

(a) . Geologic observations, 

picture taking,and sam

pling of materials on the" 

top I of a steep d9me struc:

ture. Blocky ejectafro~ 

crater should provide in

formation on the character 

of bedrock beneath the sur

face. Carefully note small 

22 

Station 
time -

20 min 

20 min 

Elapsed 
time 

2 hr" 
10 min 

3 hr 
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Driving 
time 

structures and collect 

samples for comparison 

with steep dome unit to 

be studied on last tra-

verse. 

(b) Deploy ASE explosives. 

Station 2B--at base of steep scarp 

on contact between 10'

dome (ld) and steep dome 

(sd) units. Character of 

scarp suggests bedrock 

locally exposed or near 

surface. 

(a) Geologic observations; 

picture taking, and sam

pling of materials in con

tact zone. Particularly 

note structure and strati-

(b) 

graphy that may be exposed 

in scarp. Collect samples] 

of talus material derived 

from higher parts of the 

scarp. BY,comparison with 

previous samples, and re

ference to geologic map, 

attempt to determine which 

layers talus samples came 

from. 

Deploy 3-geophone ASE array 

here, rather than at station 

3. Deploy an ABE explosive 

at. station 3. 

23 
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Astronaut 2 

Conduct foot traverse and 

experiment about ELM. 

(a) Detailed geologic observa

tions, picture taking, and 

sampling of different crater 

types and materials of the 

plateau-plains (pp) unit 

within a few tens of meters 

around ELM. 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

Organize samples from pre-

vious traverses. Prepare 

at least one sample that 

appears most representa

tive of punctured cone (pc), 

and at least one sample 

that appears most repre

sentative of ridge struc

ture (nr); analyze samples 

on X-rav diffractometer-
i'-~" II 

aK spectrometer. Compari-
a 

son of these samples, which 

are possible end members 

of magmatic differentiation 

sequence, may aid in-later 

field selection of samples, 

on remaining traverses. 
I I _. 

Set up and '.start drill for 

heat-flow probes. 

If time pe+mits, select 

most representative>-sam

pIe (possibly from blocky 

24 

Driving 
time 

Station 
time 

I hr 

Elapsed 
time 

I hr 
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material near crater rim, 

LRV-I, station 2) of re-

latively large crater in 

plateau plains (pp) unit, 

prepare, and analyze on 

X-ray diffractometer-aK 
a 

spectrometer for compari-

son with first two sam-

ples. 

(e) Install heat-flow probes 

in drill hole. 

Payload for LRV-II traverse: 

1. Lunar ~,urveying Sys tern (LSS) 
\ 

2. Geologic tools (pick, scoop, 

hand lens, tongs, sample 

bags, drive tubes, carrier) 

3. Gravimeter (automatic re

cording) 

4. Magnetometer (automatic 

recording) 

5. Long seismic array (3 geo

phones) 

6. Seismic cliarg~s (5--iri~ 

cluding 2 extra fot ex

tended traverse) 

7. Contingency PLSS 

Sample return capability after 

deployment of ASE equipment 

25 

Driving 
time -

Station 
time 

2 hr 

Weight (lb) 

70 

20 

10 

25 

10 

25 

120 

280 

145 

Elapsed 
time 

3 hr 
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Driving 
time 

DAY II EVA III 

Astronaut 1 

Conduct LFU-II traverse; 10. 1 

km, 2 stops, =180 1b payload 

Station 1--on crest of punctured cone, 

in area of bedrock (spatter 

lava?) or bou1dery material. 

Dis tance 5 km. 

(a) Geologic observations, pic

ture taking, and sampling 

of rim material with parti

cular attention to layered 

structures and structurally 

controlled features. Com

pare any observable strati

graphy and lithologies to' 

those observed on punctured 

cone west of ELM (LFU-I tra

verse, station 1); sample 
,I 

specifically with this com-

parison in mind. Do cumE!nt 

as completely as practi~a1 

with imagery systems ~ny 

stratigraphy and structures 
, 

for comparison'with possi-

ble terrestrial analogs .• 

(b) Deploy ASK explosives. 
, ,-"---

Station 2--on crest of elongate punc-
i I 

tured compound cone (pc) 

. with blocky material. 

Dis tance 1. 2 km. 

(a) Geologic observa~ions, 

26 

Station 
time 

30 min 

30 min 

Elapsed 
time 

30 min 

1 hr 
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picture taking, and sam

pling of rim material with 

particular attention to 

surface structures that 

may explain the elongate 

form and origin. Note 

blocky-appearing material 

just west of station; if 

lighting is no problem, 

carefully scan opposite 

rim for bedrock exposu+es; 

compare with previously 

observed punc tured . cones., 

(b) Deploy communicat~ons re

peater. 

(c) Deploy ASE explosive. 

Driving 
time 

Station 
time 

Elapsed 
time 

Return to. ELM--distance 3.9 km. 2 .hr 3 hr 

( a) Refue 1 LFU 

(b) Continue organization of 

samples; prepare and an

alyze at least one repre

sentative sample from 

each of the two conesf.or 

comparison with the an

alyzed prevl.ous day's 

samples of cone (pc) mate

rial and other material. 

If a samp le can be se l~c t- .. 

ed that appears representa

tive of the steep dQme (sd) 

bedrock material from the 

LRV-II traver~e, prepare 

27 
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and analyze for compari

son with punctured-cone 

and, especially, narrow

ridge materials. 

Astronaut 2 

Conduct LRV-III traverse; 5.6 

km long, 1 hr 15 min driving 

time, 1 hr 45 min station time. 

Station l--near rim of plateau plains 

crater. 

Distance 0.8 lan. 

(a) Detailed geologic obser

vation, picture taking, 

and sampling of crater 

with particular atten

tion to determining its 

age and origin and re

lation to nearby struc

tural features and mate

rials~ Compare with 

larger crater observed on 

LRV-I traverse; study 

and collect any material. 

that appears representa

tive of bedrock for com

parison with that from 

larger crater, to aid in 

dete.rminingorigin of 

both craters. 
(b) Deploy ASE explosive. 

Station 2--on contact between 

p.lateau plains (pp) and 

steep dome (sd) materials. 

28 

Driving 
time 

10 min 

Station 
time 

15 min 

Elapsed 
time 

25 min 
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This is the first sta

tion where plateau plains 

material may be observed 

in contact with steep

dome materials; suodued 

b'lt relatively large 

crater just east of sta

tion may have ejecta 

blocks representative of 

both steep dome and pla

teau plains bedrock mate

rial. 

Dis tanc.e o. 5 km. 

(a) Detailed geologic obser

vation, picture taking, 

and sampling of contact 

zone to work out age and 

contact relations. 

Station 3--on contact between steep 

dome (sd) and punctured 

dome (pd) materials. 

Distance 0.3 km. 

(a) Geologic observations, 

pic ture taking, and s,am

pIing of the two units 

with special attention to 

contact and age relations 

and lithologies and tex.-' 

tures of the two units.·, 

Make brief comparison b.e

tween this punctured cone 

and those studied on LFU 

traverses. 

29 

Driving 
time 

5 min 

5 min 

Station 
time 

15 min 

15 min 

Elapsed 
time 

45 min 

1 hr, 
5 min 
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Astronaut 2 remains at thj~ 

station, or within the 1.S-km 

walkback radius, until astro

naut 1 returns to the ELM from 

his flying' traverse. 

Station 4--small rille in the mar

ginal zone of the plateau 

plains (pp) unit. 

Dis tance 1. 2 km. 

(a) ,Geologic observations, 

picture takj.ng, and sam

pling of rille materials, 

paying particular atten

tion to structural fea

tures and stratigraphy in 

the floor and walls of 

the rille. (Rille struc

ture may be largely, if not 

completely, obscured by 

mantling material--astro

naut must watch closely 

for any hint of exposed 

rille structures.) 

(b) Deploy 8-geophones array 

across rille axis. 

(c) Deploy ASE explo.sive. 

(d) Driving between stations' 

4, 5, 6, astrdnautshould 
. . 

be espetially alert for 

atypical material that may 

be xenoliths if cone is 

volcanic. 

Driving 
time 

15 min 

Station 
time 

20 min 

Elapsed 
time 

1 hr, 
40 min 
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Station 5--on shqnlder between two 

pi~rced cones. The flank 

of one cone apparently 

overlaps that of the other. 

Distance 0.5 km. 

(a) GeolC'gic observations, pic

ture taking, and sampling 

along: the contact: zone to 

determin.e lithologicdif

fererlcesand age relations 

and for comparison with 

previously sampled cones. 

Statipn 6--on contact between pla

teau plains (pp) and steep 

dome (sd) units. 

Distance O. 5 km. 
(a) Geologic observations same 

as at station 3. 

(b) Deploy ASE explosive. 
Return to ELM, unload samples, and 

plug LRU into battery charger. 

Distance 1. 9 km.~i 

Payload for LRV-III traverse: 

1. Lunar Surveying S}?stem (l~sS) 
1 t." 

2. Geo1bgic; tools \-?ic~~! scoop, 

hand lens, tongs,1 sample 
i ".,,' f ., 

bags, drive tubes, carrier) 
, i 

3. Grav;l:riie t~r (automa ticre-

cording) 

4.' Magnetometer (automatic 

reco.rd ing) 

5. Short seismic array (~ geo~ 

phones) 

Driving 
time 

SI;tation 
time 

10 min 

10 min 

20 min 

-

10 min 

10 min 

20 min 

Weight (lb)· 

70 

2.0 

" 10 

10 

Elapsed 
time -

2 hr 

2 hr, 
20 min 

3 hr 

c; 

;: Tnw _ 

I. 
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6. 

7. 

Seismic charges (3) 

Contingency PLSS 

Sample return capability after 

deployment of ASE equipment 

Payload for LFU-II traverse: 

1. Lunar Surveying System (LSS) 

2. Geologic tools (pick, scoop, 

tongs, sample bags, hand 

lens, map, carrier, drive 

tubes) 

3. Gravimeter 

4. Magne tcm~ter 

5. Seismic charges (2) 

6. Navigation equipment 

7. Communic~tions repeater 

Sample returnc~pability after 

deployment of ASE explosives and 

communications repeater 

Driving 
time 

DAYII! EVA IV 

Astronaut' 1 

Sampleprep~rat:i.o~, analytics, 
I . 

and last 'sampling observations 

near ELM .• 

(a) The analytics consist of 

final samp le\sorting and 

Weight (lb) 

15 

120 
270 

155 

70 

15 

10 

10 

10 

25 

5 -145 

50 

Station 
time 

ElapsetC 
time -
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Driving 
time 

(b) 

selection for return to 

Earth. Communications with 

astronaut Z on LRV traverse 

should determine how much 

allowance should be made for 

samples that are to be re

turned to Earth from this 

last traverse. 

May conduct short flying 

sorties with the fueled 

safety LFU or the other LFU 

and remaining fuel. Final 

field observations and sam

pling of what have been 

determined to be the most 

critical plateau plains 

features within 1.5 km of 

ELM; one important feature 

maybe the bright-rayed 

crater 1. 5 km north of the 

ELM. These sorties can 

commence only after astro

naut 2 on the LRV traverse 

returns to within 1. 5 kIn 

of the ELM. 

Astronaut·Z 

Conduct LRV-!Vtraverse; 6.3 km 

long, 1 hr '10 min driving time, 

1 hr 50 min station time. 

Station l'c-contact between plateau 

plains (ppy and low dome 

(Id) u1[lits. 
ij ..... . 

D istancel. 9 km. 

33 

-

ZOmin 

Station 
time 

15 min 

Elapsed 
time 

35 min 
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(a) Geologic observations, pic

ture taking, and sampling, 

particularly comparing re

lations of surface materials 

and contacts with those pre

viously examined at pp-ld 

contact zones. 

. (b) Deploy ASE explosives. 

Station 2--contact between plateau 

plains (pp) and low dome 

(ld) units near a large 

plateau plains crater. 

Driving 
time 

Distance 0.8 km. 10 min 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

Geologic observations, pic

ture taking, and sampling 

of units along contact zone. 

Concentrate on collecting 

ejecta blocks from nearby 

plateau plains crater and 

talus material of slopes 

of low dome unit. 

Deploy ASE explosives. 

While traveling from sta

tion 2 to 3 ana 4, espe

cially on alternate route 

through'staEions 2a, 2b, 

2c, astronaut be alert for 

bedrock exposures or blocks 

representative of bedrock 

materials; topography and 

textures suggest that bed

rock and b locks may both 

Station 
time 

20 min 

Elapsed 
time -

1 hr, 
5 min 
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be present along this 

route. 

Station 3--triple contact point 

between low dome (ld), 

bulbous dome (bd) , and 

steep dome (sd) materials. 

Distance 0.9 km. 

(a) Geologic observations, pic

ture taking, and sampling 

of units along contact 

zone. Devote special at

tention to materials and 

structures representative 

of the bulbous dome and 

compare with surrounding 

materials and materials 

of the punctured cones 

and narrow ridge. If 

time and topography per

mit, and if no bedrock 

exposures are present at 

station 3, astronaut 

should attempt brief stop 

at "bedrock" approximately 

200 meters southwest of 

station. 

Station 4--triple contact point be

tween plateau plains (pp), 

low dome (ld), and bulbous 

dome (bd) materials. 

Driving 
time 

10 min 

Station 
time 

25 min 

Elapsed 
time 

1 hr, 
40 min 

Distance 0.9 km. '10 min 20 min 2 hr, 

35 

10 min 
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(a) Geologic observations, pic

ture taking, and sampling 

of units along contact 

zone. If materials repre

sentative of bulbous dome 

(bd) units have not been 

adequately sampled yet, 

astronaut should attempt 

a brief stop where relat

ively large crater inter

sects bulbous dome approxi

mately 150 meters northeast 

of station. 

~eturn to ELM, unload samples 

and assist astronaut 1 in load

ing samples in EkM and prepar

ing for takeoff. 

Driving 
time 

Distance 1.8 km. 20 min 

Alternate traverse: If at statiou' 

2 it is decided that a 

longer traverse is pos$i

b Ie ~ ,proce~d to the fo 1-
, 

lowfng stations, stopping 
i 

at one or more ~fnew 

information can',!l'e. ob-

tained from the stops. 

Station 2a--triple contact point 

between plateau plains, 

(pp), low dome (ld), and 

bulbous dome (bd) mate ... 

rials. 
, (a) Geologictlbservations, 

36 

Station 
time 

30 min 

Elapsed 
time -

3 hr 
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picture taking, and sam

pling of units along the 

contact zones. 

Station 2b--top of steep dome (sd) 

unit and near what appear 

to be bedrock exposures. 

(a) Geologic observations, pic

ture taking, and sampling 

with special attention to 

collecting bedrock or 

blocky material and noting 

possible internal struc~ 

tures and stratigraphy, and 

relation of "bedrock" to 

overlying mantling mate

rials. 

Station 2c--triple contact point be

tween steep dome (sd) and 

low dome (ld) units. 

(a) Geologic observations and 

sampling,same as at sta

tion 3. 

Payload for LRV- IV traverse: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Lunar Surveying System (LSS) 
~--, . , 

qeologic tools (pJck, scoop, 
j) 

band lens,~ tongs, samp Ie 

bags, c1riv~tubes" carrier) 

G:r.avimeter (automatic 

reading) " 

Magne tome ter (:au toma tic_" 
\~:: < 

reading) 
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Driving 
time -

Station 
~ 

Weight (lb) 

70 

20 

10 

25 

Elapsed 
~ 
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5. Short seismic array 

(8 geophones) 

6. 

7. 

Seismic charges (2) 

Contingency PLSS 

Sample return capability 

Weight (lb) 

10 

10 

120 

265 

160 

BRIEF SUMMARY AND EVALUATION OF MISSION 

1. Within the framework of the assumed operational contraints, 

the Lunar Exploration Plan meets minimum scientific objectives 

in providing for fairly comprehensive sampling of the major 

stratigraphic units in the Marius Hills (table 2) and the ac

quisition of several types of supporting geophysical data. The 

combined geologic and geophysical data should enable a detailed 

reconstruction of the geologic history of the area. This in 

turn will enable evaluation of current hypotheses regarding the 

origin and development of the Marius Hills. 

2. The Lunar Flying Units and the Lunar ,Roving Vehicle are suf

ficiently-versatile that traverses planned for areas of varied 

topography and geology will be highly flexible. The LFU provides 

rapid access to points of particular scientific importance that 

are difficult or impossible to reach by the slower, wheeled ve

hicle. On the othe~ hand, the LRV permits more comprehensive 

coverage for ground observation and sampling, is more versatile 

in that minor alterations of the planned traverses can be readily 
I 

made as the traverse devetops, and is capable of carrying a 
: , I 

larger payload. To provide adequate are~lcoverage by the LRV 

during a 3-day mission, stop-time at carefully selected sampling 

points must be theld to a minimum, emphasizing the ever-present 

requirement that the total lunar exploration system be as auto-

"maled and 'efficient as possible. 
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Table 2.--Samp1e density of materials from geologic units obtained 

by the proposed LRV and LFU travers.~s in the Marius Hills region 

Number of stations where the following 
geologic units will be samp1ed--

Traverses 

LFU-I 

LFU-II 

Total LFU 

LRV-I 

LRV-II 

LRV-III 

LRV-IV 

Total I.RV 

Total LRV 
+ LFU 

pc 

1 

2 

3 

1 

3 

4 

7 

sd 

2 

3 

1 

6 

6 

1d 

4 

4 

8 

8 

bd 

1 

2 

3 -
3 

pp 

1 

1 

3 

1 

4 

3 

11 

12 

nr 

1 

1 

1 

3. As part of this total exploration system, the Lunar Surveying 

System,' X;.. ray diffractometer- aKa spectrometer, gravimeter, and 

magnetometer furnish data that can be used both for ~uiding the 
, , 

course of the mission and for providing i~f9r01ationthat is criti-
. , 

cal to the final geo.1ogic interpretations:of the area. 

The lunar Surveying System provides the means for rapidly 

locatirig observation and sample points and placing observations 

in the proper geologic con~ext, and it supp1iestelevi.sion images 
, 

and tracking data required; for proper monitoring of mission pro-

gress in Mission Cont~ol. 
! 

The X-ray diffractometer-aK spectrometer furnished mineral-
• .I, . a 

ogic and chemical information to the astronauts that will direct 

selection of samples in the field and final selection of samples 
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for return to Earth, and it will provide important information 

on samples that cannot be returned because of .the sample-return 

load restriction (presently 80 lb). As illustrated by the mission 

described here, many more samples can be collected in the field 

and returned to the ELM than can be returned for study on Earth. 

The gravimeter and magnetometer will enable detection of 

subsurface geophysical anomalies, thereby alerting the astronauts 

to possible expressions of these anomalies at the surface and 

aiding them in their on-the-spot interpretations. Although the 

active seismic experiment could be accomplished during manned 

exploration, present thinking suggests that detonation of the ex

plosives from Earth after completion of the surface mission may 

be preferable because it would save astronauts time and would 

eliminate the necessity for transporting part of the detonating 

equipment to the Moon. 

4. Geologic objectives within the Marius Hills region require a 

comprehensive areal sampling of surface features and deposits and 

of related subsurface information. Although the present mission 

plan provides sufficient areal coverage to satisfy-many major 

scientific objectives, numerous critical features cannot be 

reached within the 5-km operating range because of serious time 

restrictions. A much more comprehensive geologic mission could 

be developed if stay time wer(~~ extended and additional fuel were 

available for LFU travers~s. Such capabilities are available 

within the assumed science p~lyload \pf the Titan III-C. Addition-
~ I, 

al major scientific objective,s could,:, be met by allotting 400 lb 
:\ \~ 

of the Titan III-C payloald ~d'r ,2 days:,extra stay time and 900 Ib 
" 

for fue 1 for three more LF'lr traverses. A"~Luriar Exploration Plan 

for a 5-day mission in the Marius Hills region is presently being 

prepared by the U.S. Geological Survey. 

,ADDITIONAL WORK REQUIRED 

Because of the time limitations imposed on this effort, much 

additional study in basic and applied lunar geology will be 

" , 
! 
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required before a manned landing can be made in the area. This 

work includes: 1) A thorough theoretical study of the problem of 

lunar magmatic differentiation starting from the now justified 

assumption that the maria consist of primitive basalts, 2) Addi

tional detailed regional and large-scale geologic study of the. 

available photography and the preparation of a detailed geologic 

report on the area, 3) more thorough study of the terrestri.a1 

volcanic features that are believed to be analogs of those within 

the Marius Hills (of particular importance are the differentiated 

trachyte domes and cones in the Hawaiian Islands), 4) field 

simulation of the proposed surface traverses in the S. P. quad

rangle near Flagstaff, Ariz., which contains a host of very simi

lar geomorphic features, and 5) field training of the flight crews 

in the detailed geology of as many terrestrial analog features 
. 

as time permits. 

The use of properly designed maps is indispensib1e for a 

well-planned surface exploration mission. Maps of different 

scales and designed for specific scientific and operational pur

poses must be prepared for pre-mission planning of- traverses, for 

use by the astronauts in locating the ELM and traverse station 

points during the mission, and for plotting transmitted scientific 

.. inforttlation in Mission Control. Continuing research is therefore 

required to determine optimal map scales and the nature and dens

ity of geologic, engineering, soils, and topographic notations to 

be added to the photographic base maps used during each Apollo 

mission. 
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arrow-ridge material 

aterial 0 st ep-sided relatively small. narrow 
ridges; con acts mostly mar ed by sc rps. 0 ten 
sup rpos d on broad ridge (br). Internal struc-
ur braided to en echelon in pattern. Locally 

appears 0 partly bury crat s on the pla au 
pl ins (pp). ostly visco s fissure lows; lo
cally may be intrusiv beneath impact regolith. 

B oad-ridg material 

a erial 0 smooth-t xtured lin ar ridge 0 com
pl x topographic 0 . Contac ith adjacen 
plains mar ed eith r by gentle b ea in slope or 
by low scarp. umerous small r gentle scarps 
of e occur withln larger ridge. In sou h rn and 
cen ral part 0 map. rend is no th-sout h; in 
nor h trend is nor h-nor h est . Intrust e ea
tures hich ma » ho e • be locally e rusi e. 
Pro ab le su ac e pression 0 major de p sea ed 
nor h-sou nding str c ur s ~t in erconn c 
t Marius Hills . r is archus Plateau a dRum r 
ills. 

, 
I 
I 
I 
I 

Ma 



STRATIGRAPHIC U ITS 

Marius Group 

Punctured cone material 

Material of steep-flan ed relatively smooth, conical 
structures having single to multiple linear de
pressions with intervening septa at or near the sum
mits. Most cones and summit depressions are elong
ate in plan and oriented parallel to regional struc
ture. Heights up to 300 meters above surrounding 
plains. Generally superposed on steep-sided domes 
(sd). Pyroclastic deposits surrounding structurally 
controlled vents. If features are analogs of simi
lar appearing cones in Hawaii and other differen
tiated terrestrial volcanic provinces, the composi
tion may be trachytic. 

Steep-s; '" ~d-dome materi a 1 Bulbous-dome material 

, 

Material 0 steep-sided rough-textured domes gen
erally p rched upon low domes (ld). Contact marked 
by gentle to steep scarp; mor rectilinear in plan 
than low domes. Heights gen r lly from 200-300 
meters above surrounding plains. Composed of 
numerous small r ibs and spur~ that are oriented 
north-nor heast or north-nQr.hwest along the pre- . 
vailing local struct ural trends. May be extrus
ive structures resulting from di f rentiatio~ of 
the more primiti ve magmas that produced 

Material of smooth-textured domes; steeply con-
vex upward in form. Smaller domes tend to be equi
dimensional. larger are more irregular and show 
influence of structural control. Intrusive or 
more probably extrusive structures formed from 
very viscous lavas of intermediate composition. 

the mare material (m) and the 1 domes (ld). 

L -dome materi al 

Material 0 smoot h-textured gent ly tumescent struc
t u s as much as 100 meters higher than surrounding 
pl ains. Contact located at gentl bre in slope. 
Con ex upward in pro ile. Som roughly circular in 
pl an. os , h e er , are elongated in north-sou h 
di rection. Lac 0 low ron morphology suggests 
a l accolithic or igin. 

Plate u-plain mater i al 

a eri al 0 smooth 0 gently undul ating cra ered 
pl ains lying be ween dom s nd cones 0 arius Pla
teau. Average elevation on the order 0 several 
hundred meters above the adjacent maria. ~robably 
consists of volcanic flows, interbedded pyroclastic 
deposits and a moderately thick impact regolith. 

Material in 
to overlappi 
erally with 
condary cra 
Cavalerius. 



Crater un; ts 

Bright halo crater material 

INTERAGENCY REPORT: AS 

PLATE 3 

TOPOGRAPHIC PROFILE 

Vertical and Horizontal 

1:1 0,000 

Bright rim,interior slope,and floor materials of 
small widely separated craters . Material of re
latively recent impact cra ~ers surrounded by bright 
blankets of pulverized bedrock and shock lithified 
regolith. 2 

Crater-cluster material 

i al in and around clusters of closely spaced 
overlapping small to medium-sized craters,gen

ally with subdued rims. Mostly material of se
dary craters frolll Kepler , Ari s tarchus, and 
alerius . 

Crater material 

Exterior rim deposits, interior slope. and loor 
materials of moderately ~ubdued widely scattered 
craters. From crater lip to limit of rim deposit 
profile is concave upward. Mostly material of im
pact craters modified by later seismic and impact 
events. 

Crater material, partially buried 

Subdued-rimmed crater material partly buried or 
overridden by narrow ridge materials (nr). t:Jm
erous craters of simila~ form re present on all 
uni 5 but are not mapp d unless p rtly buried. 
Probably material 0 old r impact craters degraded 
by microme teori e bombardment and mass wasting. 

3~_--------1 
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Contact mar s edge of sinu 
interior slopes and either 
in the case 0 the largest 
rather 'lat floor. Estim 
about 0.2 meters per kilom 
elevated rim that flan s P 
example. 

Linear 

Steep-sid d linear depress 
cular to elliptical depres 

B droc or 

Exposures 0 bedroc on s ~ 
bloc ields surrounding m 



Oar are plains aterial 
(Procellar Group) 

Mare teria 1 

Oar cratered-pla1l's material typical of the ~entral 

r gions of Oceanu~ Procellarum. Detailed d scrip
tions contain d in U.S. Geol Survey Apollo site map~ 
(1:2S.000 and 1:100,000 scales) now in pr paration. 

'"[~ 
~srr 

i nuou~ ri lle 

sinuous depression with smooth 
either a "V" shaped profile o~ 
argest sinuous rille,a broad 
Estimated sradient from high end 
kilomet r. Unit srr marks 

anks part of the northernmost 

~oO 

Llnear trough 

depression or closely spaced cir
depressilln. 

ck or bloc field 

'n s e ply sloping surfaces or 
ding moderately fresh cra ers. 

Contact 
Dashed where indefinite 

Buried contact 

Inferred fault 

Subdued trough 

Crest of scarp; barbs point downslope. 

~ 
Rimless circular depression 

~ 
Irregular summit depressions 

5t-1-----f 
Topographic profile line 



OPLA ATI! fOR MISSIO TRAVlR 5 5110 0 PLATE 2 

EL 
A 

l .. "dlnq .. it of lKtcnd d lunar l40dul 

-R-I-
L un.r Rovpr V h h 1 (L RV) traverse 

8 

9 

-- 10 
lxt~nd d Lunar Rover Vehicle tr.verse 

-F-II-
Lunar flying :r>l (LFU) traverse 

b.2 
Traverse station 

Deploy cOOI1Iunicator repeater 

Deploy explosive charges for Active 
Seismic E~eriment (ASE) 

Deploy 3-qeophone arr~y for Active 
Seismic Experiment 

/V\I\IV\ 

Deploy 8-geophone array for Active 
Seismic Experiment 

Oeploy ALSEP 

8 
Alternate landing area 

Prepared b T. . V. Karlstrom. and G. A. Swann. 
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